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Iraq Announces Conclusion of Commercial Debt Settlement
Baghdad, Iraq: The Republic of Iraq today announced the
conclusion of its program to restructure Saddam-era commercial debt with
payments that were made to holders of small claims against Iraq and Iraqi
public sector entities.
Holders that received payments include those who tendered in
response to a final round of cash buyback invitations, as well as those who
previously tendered and received awards in the arbitration process that
addressed their unreconciled claims.
A total of $19.7 billion of commercial claims against Iraq have
been settled over the past eleven months as part of the Government of Iraq’s
program to address the huge debt stock accumulated by the Saddam
regime.
As a result of the two rounds of Iraq’s debt-for-debt exchange
offer, the four rounds of its cash buyback offer and the arbitration process:
•

11,776 individual Saddam-era commercial claims have
been cancelled, including 817 following the arbitration
process;

•

491 commercial claimants participated in the program;

•

The aggregate amount of commercial claims retired
under this program exceeds $19.7 billion; and

•

The holders of approximately 96% (by value) of the
eligible claims that received invitations to settle their
Saddam-era claims agreed to do so.

“The success of Iraq’s commercial debt restructuring program
represents a crucial milestone in Iraq’s return to normal relations with the
international financial community,” said Bayan Jabr, Iraq’s Minister of
Finance. “The pace and scale of this debt restructuring program is
unprecedented in the history of sovereign finance.”
Sinan Al-Shabibi, Governor of the Central Bank of Iraq, added,
“The enormous and unsustainable debt stock accumulated by the Saddam
regime has now been reduced to the point that it will not deter the new
investment needed to finance Iraq’s economic reconstruction. This was one
of the major objectives that the Government of Iraq identified in June, 2004.
It is an objective that has now been accomplished.”
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This communication is not an offer of securities for sale in the United States. Securities may not be offered or sold in the United
States absent registration or an exemption from registration under the Securities Act of 1933, as amended. Any public offering of
securities to be made in the United States will be made by means of a prospectus that may be obtained from the issuer or selling
security holder and that will contain detailed information about the Republic of Iraq. No public offering of securities in the United
States is contemplated by the Republic of Iraq at this time.
Neither this release nor any of the documents referred to herein constitute an offer by the Republic of Iraq or by any other party to
settle or exchange any outstanding claims, nor do they constitute an admission or acknowledgement of any such claim, or an
acknowledgement that any such claim exists or has been revived or reinstated, or an express or implied promise to pay any such
claim or any part thereof. This release and the documents referred to herein are expressly published without prejudice. All
defenses available to the Republic of Iraq and any other party based upon any applicable statute of limitations or otherwise are
expressly preserved. Neither this release nor the documents referred to herein may be relied upon as evidence of the existence of
any claim or the willingness or ability of the Republic of Iraq or any party to pay any such claim.
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